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Test procedure for system
verification of collision
warning systems for trams
Assistance systems for collision avoidance for trams relieve the burden on the driver
and increase passenger safety. In order to make it easier for operators to test the
detection quality of the system in everyday traffic, Bosch Engineering GmbH has
developed a cost-efficient and easy-to-implement test procedure to complement
VDV Recommendation 191 (VDV – Association of German Transport Companies) that
requires few additional sensors.
1. INTRODUCTION
Driver assistance systems that warn of
collisions and brake automatically in
emergencies are increasingly making
their way into trams as well. Since 2016,
Bosch Engineering’s tram forward collision warning system (TFCW system) has
been used in passenger operations. In
the event of a detected object in the
detection area, it warns the driver
acoustically of the obstacle and even
brakes the tram automatically until it
stops if the driver does not react to the
warning or does so too late. In this way,
accidents can often be avoided completely or at least their consequences miti-

gated significantly. The system is a
crucial milestone for the introduction of
modern assistance systems in trams.
[Image 1]
2. TECHNICAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE
The TFCW system consists of a video
sensor and a radar sensor as well as a
compact electronic control unit with
flexible interfaces that allow simple integration into a wide variety of vehicles.
The TFCW components come from the
tried-and-tested large-volume production toolbox of Bosch’s automotive
domain. While the tram is in motion, the
video camera perceives the track course
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up to 120 meters in front of the tram.
Using this information, the system determines the critical area to be monitored
by the radar. With an angle of beam
spread of up to 70 degrees, the radar
sensor detects this area and also measures distance and speed to cars, buses,
and other trams driving in front of the
vehicle. In addition to moving obstacles,
the radar also detects stationary objects,
such as buffer stop. From the merging of
both pieces of sensor information, a
detailed picture of the tram surroundings is produced and complemented by
further parameters, such as the tram’s
own speed. Thanks to this information,
as soon as the system determines a critical approximation, it immediately warns
the driver acoustically. But if the tram
driver does not react to the signal within
the specified period of approximately
one to two seconds, the system brakes
the tram until it comes to a complete
stop. The driver can deactivate the braking or strengthen the deceleration performance at any time if a critical situation comes to a head. This relieves the
tram driver considerably in his/her driving duties, although it does not relieve
him/her completely thereof. [Image 2]
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Image 2: Collision warning system for city rail transportation process
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3. SYSTEM VERIFICATION PURSUANT
TO VDV RECOMMENDATION 191
To support transport companies with
city rail transportation operations, the
A ssociation of German Transpor t
Companies (VDV) provides directions
on the necessary technical specifications of assistance systems and on the
procedures for approval and acceptance
before commissioning in VDV Recommendation 191 \[1]. VDV Recommendation 191 distinguishes between commissioning pursuant to the German Federal
Regulations on the Construction and
Operation of Light Rail Transit Systems
(BOStrab) and acceptance pursuant to
the German Civil Code (BGB).
Since the tram driver can override the
function of the TFCW system at any time
and thus retains control of the driving
function, it is not to be classified as relevant to safety within the meaning of
BOStrab. It must only be ensured that
the system is correctly integrated into
the vehicle and does not hinder the other
vehicle functions, especially the brake.
Therefore, before the first-time commissioning for a vehicle series, a type test is
necessary in order to prove orderly functionality. For the individual vehicles of
the series, a reduced test scope according to the agreement between the
manufacturer, the operator, and the
technical supervisory authority is then
sufficient. For the actual function verification of the TFCW system, the test pursuant to BGB is decisive. While there is a
very specific test plan on the commissioning pursuant to BOStrab in Annex A to
VDV Recommendation 191 that has

already proved its worth in practice in
various projects, this test plan is only
roughly outlined for the acceptance pursuant to BGB:
Stage 1: reproducible test on a defined
test site with test body approaching and
drive-by tests
Stage 2: test in operation on a specific
route in the route network
Additionally, VDV Recommendation 191
refers to the possibility of additional test
specifications according to agreements
between the initiator and the system
manufacturer.
4. PROBLEMS IN DETECTION
QUALITY TESTS
The lack of specification of the test
structure of the BGB tests presents a
challenge to both the operator and the
manufacturer of the assistance systems
when it comes to the specific implementation. It is ultimately up to the two partners to define a suitable test methodology. In the process, a distinction must
be made between the two stages of the
BGB test. With stage 1, the basic functional efficiency of the system is to be proved; for this, a simple test structure with
one test body is sufficient. Stage 2 serves to determine the detection quality in
normal driving operations. High detection quality is characterized by a large
number of detected safety-relevant
objects in the detection area accompanied by as few false warnings as possible. In general, the rate of obstacles
correctly detected by the system is
directly interdependent with the number
of false warnings: The more objects the

system detects as possible accident
sources, the more false warnings it
issues. Thus, each application always
presents a compromise between the highest possible benefit and the acceptable error rate. For the specification of an
acceptance test, both factors must be
taken into account and weighed against
each other. This results in significantly
higher requirements concerning configuration, implementation, and interpretation of the test series. As experience
from various projects of the past few
years has shown, two problems occur
here with particular frequency: unsuitable test scenarios and non-representative test bodies.
4.1 UNSUITABLE TEST
SCENARIOS
The standard structure of the BGB tests
consists of test body approaching and
drive-by tests on a cordoned off test site.
This allows the basic functional efficiency of the system to be determined;
however, the test structure is unsuitable
for further analyses of detection quality.
In this way, the reality of complex and
unclear traffic situations in which, for
example, several objects move at the
same time at different speeds and at different distances in the detection area, is
not depicted. That is why the findings
acquired are not significant in terms of
system performance in everyday tram
operations. A variation of the test parameters, such as in relation to driving
speed, distance to the obstacle, or the
number of test bodies, does nothing to
change this.
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4.2 NON-REPRESENTATIVE TEST
BODIES
For safety reasons, real obstacles such
as cars, other trams, and persons are
simulated by test bodies in the function
tests. These dummies can only ever
constitute an approximation of the
reality. In order to make representative
statements regarding the quality of the
actual sensor function, their physical
features must correspond to those of a
real obstacle as accurately as possible.
Depending on the measurement principle, each sensor places specific requirements on the test body. For instance, a
radar sensor is designed to detect
objects made of metal, while a camera
relies on the visual impression of the
test body. In practice, this means that
cameras recognize an image of a vehicle
printed on a box or a plastic canvas,
while radar sensors do not react to this
test body. Although special test bodies
are offered on the market that imitate a
vehicle obstacle adequately for sensor
purposes, they are very cost-intensive
and are therefore not currently used by
any operators. Therefore, test body
tests generally are limited in what they
can reveal regarding detection quality
and are unsuitable for performance
comparisons among systems of different
manufacturers [Image 3].
5. ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF
DETECTION QUALITY IN
DRIVING OPERATIONS
Due to the problems outlined above,
Bosch Engineering has developed an
additional test method with which operators can complement the system verification process pursuant to VDV Recommendation 191 and expand it with
experience from everyday operations.
This concept has already been applied
successfully by various local public
transportation operators, for example in
Frankfurt am Main.
For the test, only a video image is recorded, for which, at most, an additionally
camera is temporarily required within
the driver’s cabin on the dashboard. The
video image of the camera is recorded
over an extended driving route on a
time-synchronous basis with the objects
detected by the TFCW sensors. Subsequently, the data are inspected and statistically evaluated.
Alternatively, for the period of the tests,
the vehicle can be equipped with additional high-performance sensors that
record measurement data in parallel to
the TFCW system. The difference to the
manual process is that the comparison
of the objects detected by the system
can take place (semi)automatically.

Image 3: Test bodies for function tests
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5.1 DETERMINATION OF THE OBJECT
RECOGNITION RATE
The object recognition rate indicates
how many obstacles, with reference to a
defined test track, are detected by the
TFCW sensors. For the evaluation, all
the objects in the video film, which
would have to be detected in a defined
area in front of the tram, are compared
with the entries in the object list of the
collision warning system. Here, the
count takes place independently of
whether the objects in front of the tram
were already in the collision-endangered area or whether they were detected
already outside the hazard area. The
only important factor is that they were
detected by the TFCW system.
In practice, it has proved advantageous
to consider a detection area covering an
area of five meters to the left and right of
the tram and extending over a length of
70 meters to the front. The scope of the
measurement depends on the accuracy
or confidence pursued. To assess the
system performance, the object recognition rate for certain traffic situations is
determined in a random sample analysis.
Here, critical situations, such as approaching vehicles driving in front, can be
considered at different speed levels.
Relevant parameters for the detection of
pedestrians, cyclists, or track ends and
other obstacles can be determined as
well. Ideally, the data collection should
cover various times of day (sun, twilight,
and night). Previous field tests have
shown that the TFCW system has a high
detection rate in real traffic situations.

5.2 DETERMINATION OF THE FALSE
WARNING RATE
A false warning, also referred to as a
false positive, exists when the TFCW
system triggers a warning/braking
action without an object or person
having been in the collision-endangered
area. Due to the interdependency with
the object recognition rate, false warnings are currently still unavoidable in
operation, according to the present
state of the art. However, the number
should be as low as possible, as a low
false warning rate is crucial for the
acceptance of the system among the
driving staff. For example, excessively
frequent warnings can lead to the driver
not paying sufficient attention to the
signal in the case of an actual hazard
situation. From a psychological perspective, false warnings in the lower singledigit range per work shift are considered
acceptable.
For the analysis of the false warning rate,
the CAN bus output signal of the TFCW
system must be recorded in parallel to
the camera image during the test drive.
In the test evaluation, each saved warning impulse is then compared to the
video recording. On this basis, the test
team assesses whether the warning was
justified or not. Only clear false warnings are counted, i.e. system reactions
to objects that do not constitute an obstacle according to human judgment. For
sufficient statistical confidence, the test
track length should measure at least 60
kilometers, preferably more than 300
kilometers, and extend across the entire
day and the night. The speed profile as
well as the track should correspond to
that of the scheduled operations.
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The causes of false warnings vary widely
and are often due to the operator’s infrastructure, meaning that differing results
are to be expected for the same collision
warning system on different tracks.
Therefore, as early as their project specification, operators should carry out
tests with one or several demonstrators.
Provided that the installation positions
of the sensors in the test vehicle are
comparable with that in the later target
application, a similar TFCW performance of the equipped vehicles of the
operators can be anticipated.
6. FINAL REMARKS
The methodology for analyzing detection
quality proposed by Bosch Engineering
has proved its worth in practice and
provides operators with impor tant
knowledge about the use of the TFCW
system in everyday operations. However,
operators should not lose sight of the
cost factor, as performance tests generally cause significant expense in time
and money. Thus, the question arises
whether the entire verification process,
especially of the object recognition rate,
must be run in full in future projects. If a
sufficient number of sequences are

recorded, it is not to be anticipated that
the detection rates of motor vehicles,
bicycles, or persons will differ between
different cities or operators. It is different in the case of different tram models
or track ends, whose detection patterns
can vary. Therefore, with a view to verification that is sensible financially and in
terms of time, the acceptance pursuant
to BGB should concentrate on these
scenarios in the future.
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SUMMARY
Collision warning systems are an important means of preventing accidents in
tram traffic or minimizing their severity.
Although VDV Recommendation 191
provides operators with important information regarding the technical specifications and on the acceptance procedures
of the systems, further analyses are
necessary to test detection quality in
driving operations. Bosch Engineering
has developed a complementary test
methodology with which operators can
analyze the detection quality of the
collision warning system in everyday
operations. [Image 4]

Image. 4: Collision warning system for city rail transportation components
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